MSI’s Commitment to Education

About MSI’s World-Leading Technology & Brand

As a world-leading gaming brand, MSI is the most trusted name in education systems, gaming, and esports. Take it from Arnold Ha, Director of USC Games’ Esports Union, where he has said, “The partnership with MSI makes it possible for our League of Legends club members and all varsity teams to train with state-of-the art technology and compete at the highest level.” MSI gaming solutions integrates gamers and students with the most coveted extreme performance, realistic visuals, authentic sound, precise control, and smooth streaming functions. Freeing technology bottlenecks and ultimately pushing performance beyond limits. MSI has always been proud to support rapidly growing esport programs and processing requirements in schools across the United States, with already 340 schools being provided access to the entire fleet of solutions. From Desktops, Monitors, Laptops, Peripherals, and Beyond, the MSI brand provides the tools necessary for success in the classroom and in the esports arena.

Codex R

Unlock true gaming potential with the Codex R battlestation

- Tower
- RAM 16 GB
- NVMe
- 2.5 GigE
- Core i7 11700 / 2.5 GHz
- SSD 1 TB
- GF RTX 3060 Ti

Available at CDW
Notable CDW Gaming & Esports Selections

Raider GE Series
The Raider GE series is the cross between aesthetics and performance. Raider delivers nothing less than the best performance and gaming experience. Leading Esports teams to victory with the best specs up to: GeForce RTX™ 3080, 11th Gen. Intel® Core™ i9 processor, and a 360 Hz display. Bring desktop-caliber performance for on the go.

MSI Esports Ready Monitors
See for yourself the MSI 1ms response time difference with esports ready gaming monitors like the MSI Optix MAG274QRF or MSI Optix MPG341QR. Find the right fit, with options that are exceedingly high in resolution 3440 x 1440 UHDQ and 144Hz, or find a balance with 2560 x 1440 WQHD and 165Hz. Built with NVIDIA® G-SYNC® Compatible technology, so gamers can enjoy smooth, tear-free gameplay.

Notable CDW Scholastic Selections

Modern Series
For students and faculty who appreciate a dynamic lifestyle. Experience breathtaking new wonders through the Modern series. Combined with up to a 11th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor and upgradable to 64 GB RAM, students and faculty can manage large workload requirements without worry. With extreme portability, the Modern notebook is the perfect scholastic companion for success.

Cubi Mini-PC Series
The MSI Cubi Series are small and powerful mini-desktops. Suited to serve as an all-around PC, for in the classroom, computer lab, or any setup scenario. MSI has the smallest mini PC, with the Cubi 5, featuring a 0.66 liter case. The Cubi Series provides all the elements of a desktop-worthy PC with vesa mountable features. Designed for minimalistic installations, to keep productivity up and running.